
Diakont’s DR Series electric servo actuators and 
drivers deliver reliable performance for marine 
applications that require best-in-class lifetime and 
rust protection.  Diakont electric actuators and 
drivers provide ideal hydraulic system 
replacements for more compact solutions with 
increased performance, cleanliness, torque ratings, 
and low weight characteristics. 

ENGINEERED TO MOVE

Diakont Marine Actuators

Actuator Driver

Electric Servo Actuators 
for Marine Applications

Steering columns

*Speeds can be modified

Rudder drives and fin stabilizers Model Torque, 
Nm

Ang. speed, 
deg/sec*

Protection 
class Voltage, V

DR2 2000
9

IP67 24 - 48
40

DR5 5000
9

IP67 24 - 120
40

DR10 10 000
9

IP67 120 - 400
40

DR25 15 000
9

IP67 48 - 480
40

DR60 60 000 9 IP67 230 - 480

DR100 100 000 9 IP67 230 - 480

Specifications Application Models



DR10 Actuator

DR2 Actuator

Fail-safe operation 

Reduced installation time and costs due to the absence of lines

Solution 

        State-of-the-art Solution

Ship steering and stabilizing systems require high reliability 

and durability in a compact space envelope. Diakont electric 

servo actuators are based on patented roller-screw technology 

which directly coupled with the rudder baller due to the hollow 

shaft, which increases reliability, reduces noise levels and 

minimizes overall dimensions of the systems. Diakont supplies 

electric actuators for marine applications in a range of sizes to 

accommodate various ship lengths and delivers output torque 

ranging from 1500 to 100000 Nm (customized solutions are 

available for specific application requirements).

1. Significant space savings

2. Eliminates typical problems associated with hydraulic systems

3. 

4. 

        Model Dimensions

        Advantages and Benefits

Electric Servo Actuators for Marine Applications 
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Diakont
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Diakont
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sales.it@diakont.com

Motor

Output shaft hollow

Rollers High-speed input wheel

Redundancy options

Manual Override

Two motors with different voltage 
levels for uninterrupted power 
supply

Manual override for hand steering  
in case of total power loss or 
manual control necessity

Two Motors

Redundat control unit can be fed 
from different power sources and 
control more than one actuator 
simultaneously

Precise synchronisation of linear 
and rotary actuators for seamless 
operation in case of emergency 
situations

associated with hydraulics Solution




